
Become a Storyteller again
vizetto.com



180 million Weekly Meetings in US

$140 billion

11% of them are unproductive

Our stories, once powerful and free-flow-
ing, have been boxed in by the world of 

one and zeroes, file folders and bullet 

We forgot how to tell stories

Existing Software and Hardware
limit your meetings’ efficiency

In our quest to provide endless connectivity, we’ve sacrificed something.  
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Too many File formats
An average of 3 different applications are needed
for each presentation 

Poor Reliability
Lot of solutions on the market can’t perform in all 
environments; ambient light, dust, touch rejection

UI & UX Not good enough
Complex menus and unresponsive hardware that 
don’t meet our expectations, due to lag / latency and 
accuracy
 

UX Rigid and Linear
Rigid software that make your presentations linear
Complex settings when you need plug & play

Bad experience with IWB
Digital technology should not be easily beaten
by pen & paper
 

Archiving and distributing content
A time consuming process in every organization



We want to change meetings the way smartphones changed mobility, 
as we truely believe that everybody can become a storyteller. 

We believe that in 2018, communication and meetingsshould become lean and efficient.
We wanted to solve the hardware and software problems.

180 million Weekly Meetings in US

$140 billion

11% of them are unproductive

Existing Software and Hardware
limit your meetings’ efficiency

Simple UI & UX
We want to change meetings the way smartphones 
changed mobility. How do we design a new UX with 
simple gestures that take advantage of pen computing 
and touch interfaces? How do we make virtually all 
forms of content accessible on the fly without limiting 
ourselves to preformatted linear slides?

Pen Computing
How do we embed seamless version control and
real-time annotation without having to resort to 
rigid file directories?

Hardware cost
Hardware cost is decreasing, any company can now 
have access to smartboard solutions.

Reactiv   Stage
Meetings and more
Industry leading multiple pen support allows multiple users to an-
notate on one or more documents at the same time. Notes, meeting 
summaries and corrections are more convenient than ever. Simply
annotate and save into the original document format. Collaborate 
from anywhere in the world – meetings are just a click away.

We designed Reactiv Stage to address your frustrations. A stan-
dard presentation software is overly complicated, requiring dedicated 
programmers to give you the professional look and feel you desire. 
Create professional looking custom interactive
applications, without paying for expensive programmers and
consultants. Whether you want to customize an existing template,
or you want to create from scratch, the possibilities are limitless.

Our solution



Universal and Versatile
STAGE works seamlessly with any screen size and
resolution. Its versatility lets you create
presentations with all common file formats. 

Multiple Pen Support
Why limit annotations to a single user? STAGE’s
industry leading multi-pen technology will allow
multiple users to annotate at the same time. 

Native Inking
Annotate now, and read later. STAGE’s unique feature 
lets you store your annotations in original document 
format.

Pen Computing
STAGE has the ability to auto-detect and differentiate 
between stylus, eraser and the user’s finger, resulting 
in seamless and natural interaction. 

Grid View
Need an overview of your onscreen content in a snap?  
STAGE’s smart algorithm optimizes the viewability of 
onscreen content.

On-the run Mode
On-the-run mode lets you explore your USB flash drive 
content right away. No need to create a project to
import your media files to STAGE.

STAGE
Reactiv STAGE allows you 
to engage your audience 
with its easy to use and
intuitive interface. 

Present your ideas,
promote your products,
convey your message,
annotate and save your 
thoughts... all in a flash. 
Use a pen to annotate 
and fingers to manipulate.
No more passive slide 
shows.

Time Saved

45 Minutes saved

Efficiency improved
Really simple UI
Fast learning curve

Whorks when you need it to
Works in all your environments

Reliability

45/55%  
on
preparation

70/82%  
on post meeting 
processing


